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Research In Consumer Behavior

Introdction
k4,

414c

The purpose of this learning package is to help the instrikt:Or .

prepare students -to complete his course assignment. The scDpe of

activities for this jearning package has been linited tO searches.for

published inforration for research in consumer behavior. Students will

he prepared to find and use books, indexes, abstracts,' periodical

articles and other printed reference sources. The learning package

provides for a practical approach to research in consuner behavior.

Students will be taught to look for material which they can use to find

information about specific retailers, issues and problens in retailing.

The lezrning package is divided into two episodes. .¶pisode I,

Ch-dce of Na+-erials, introduces students to the differeL forrs of

literature. ',episode II, Access to Materials, teaches students how to

find and use these sources. A sammary and list of objectives is

provided for each episode. A materials list includes all transparenoies

and hand-outs for the session. A script for the Conduct of the Session

is provided. In this script parentheses ( ) are used to denote seggested

comentary to accompany the transparencies. You may choose

tc fr2llow the script as it is or to improvise using the summary, list of

olijectives and transparencies. In either case, read the Conduct of the

Session soript first as a guide for your activities.

E7:isode.I is designed to be taught first. Episode II is divided

into two main sections: Using the card catslog to find books and using

inc:,1xes and abstracts. These sections are designed so that you can teach

thar in any order'and emphasize skills in areas you consider especially

important. Examples for materials in the learning package have been

selected tc appeal to a wide range of students and instructors. If yv.i

would to emphasize research on one specific' aspect of consumer

beha7ior or the use of a specific index or abstract, the library instruction

services faculty will' provide transparencies and instructional guides for

this purpose. Please allow two weeks for production of these materials.

For requests or questions About this learning package, call a meMber of

the library instruction services faculty at Extension 3259. Episode II

concludes with a review of the forms Of literature. This review

emphasizes the use of a variety of reference sources for beginning an

inforration search.

The role of the instructor in the use of this learning.package is

crucial to its success. While a librarian can teach students how to use

.
sources for research, he cannot generate the sare enthusiasm for their use

as can the coarse instructor. The instructor has had extensive first hand

experience using many of the sources cited. More importantly, he knows

exactly what he wants his students to learn and the depth and breadth of

research he expects.

This learning package can be presented in one class session. The,.

c:oal of this session should be to nake students aware of information soUrces

for research on consuner behavior. Most students will need many hours of

practice using these sources to develop effective information searching skills.



Research In Consumer Behavior
P 1.-)ge

Structure:

7o learn to use published sources to find information for
rescarch on cznsumer behavior.

ET:4:K= I: CHOICEAF MATERIALS. Discusses the different forms of
raterial which can be used for bibliographic searching.
Present examples of appropriate times to use each form.
Describes the search strategy process. EMphasizes flexibility
in search strategy.

El---ISODE II: ACCESS TO MATERIALS. Discusses how to find books reference
books, and indexes..

How to Find Books. Explains the use of the Library of
Congress List of Subject Headings to select subject headings
for use in the card catalog. Discusses the use of the
card catalog to locate books on cons:r-er behavior and related
subc,ct areas. Explains how this approach can be use3 in
other lilraries with different kinds cf catalogs.

How tc Find an3 Use Indexes and Ahstracts. Disolsses the
function of indexes as location tools, sources used to find
cther sources. Describes the use of the Business Periodicals
index, and Fsvchcical Abstracts. Mentions other
useful indexes. Provides a checklist for evaluating.indexes
and abstracts. Upon request detailed instruction and transparencies
can be provided for any index the instructor chooses.

n=-rri=ls:

This learning package includes transparencies for use with the
instructional script. Copies of these transparencies can be produced and
collated for distribution to students in a student materials packet.

I. Transparencies

A. Transparency 1 - Information Searching Procedure Chart
B. Transparency 2 - Forms of Literature
C. Transparency 3 - Search Log Form
D. Transparency 4 - Library of Concress (LC) List of Subject HeadingS
E. Transparency 5 - Library of Congress (Lc) List of Subject Headings

(Related Subject Areas)
F. Transparency 6 - Catalog Filing Rules: Books About a Subject (GencEal)
G. TranspaFency-q - Catalog Filing Rules: Books about a Subject (Specific
H. Transpaency 8 - Catalog Filing Rules: Books Related to a Subject
I. Transparency 9 - Business Periodicals Index
J. Transparency 10 - Psychological Abstracts (Index)
Y. Transparency 11 - Psychological Abstracts (Abstract)
L. Transparency 12 - Checklist of Questions to Answer About Indexes

and Abstracts



II. Lists

2

A. Reference Sources for Research in Consumer Behavior
B. Baruch College Library: A Self-Guided Tour
C. Exercise for Consumer Behavior



Summary
I. Surrary of Episode I. Choice of Materials.

A. Ohjective. To introduce students to the different forms of
printed source raterials which can be used to find information

for research in consumer behavior.

At the end cf this episode students will be able to:

--Identify specific forms of source material.
--Describe reasons for a search strategy, an orderly

procedure for collecting information.
.7-Explain why specific forms of material,ray be best for

specific search questions.

B. Ptisode Activities:

The instructor will review the student assignment. This

assignrent will provide the context for all activities.

Students will be given a copy of the Information Searching

Procedure Chart. They will use the chart to describe the

function of Ciffe-rent forms of source raterials for research

in consurter behavior. They will also receive a list which

defines To.= of Literature. They will use a Search Log Form

and a list of Reference Sources for Research in Consumer

Behavior tc discuss rethods they can use to fin'71 information

about cnsu-ler behavior.

II. Sumrary cf Episode II. Access to Materials.

4 A. Oh-iective. To make students aware of the skills required to

locate books, reference books, and indexes to find inforration

for research on consumer behavior. ,

At the end of this episode students will be able to:

--Use the Library of Congress List of Subject Headings to

select subject headings for a topic.
--Use the card catalog at Baruch College Library to locate books

on consurer behavior and related subject areas.

--Ask questions to locate books in any library catalog.

- -Use the Business Periodicals Index

--Use Psychological Abstracts.
--Use the list of Reference Sources for Research in Consumer Behavior

to identify other useful indexes and Abstracts.

- -Use the Checklist of Questions to Answer about IndeXes and

Abstracts to evaluate other indexes and abstracts.
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--pescribe several forms of reference books for research in

consumer behavior.
--Suogest, uses for specific forms of reference books.

--Explain how one other reference book could be used to begin

the same infornation search.

E. Episode Activities:

The'instractor will explain the use of the Library of Congress

List of SUbject headings to select sUbject headings for research

on consumer behavior. Using transparencies he will explain the

filina rules fcr locating books in the card catalog. It is not

expected that students will rememEer all the cataloging rules,.

.Father, the purpose of this section is to give them the background

to begin to use the card catalog and to ask reference questions.

For some students indexes are a more effective way to begin

resE-arch tha:: .thE card catalog. The instructor will explain the

p..:rpcse of indexes. He will use transparencies to provide

1--;s7.-acti.-)n in the uce of two indexes, the Busin,ass

Abc.tracts. He will refEr

rgz,fercnce llEt with indexes and abstracts. He will use a

tra:.aren7v with a Cheeklist of Questions to An.i-wer a:Jout Indc::es

and Atstracts to hell: students evaluate cther indexes and

ar_.stIacts.

Py the end cf this session, the instructor will ask students to

use the list of Reference Sources for Research in Consumer

Behavior to select specific reference .sources to begin their

assignments. He will structure this discussion of reference

sources to review the different forms of literature and the

methods s.v"ients can use to find them. The Learning Padkage

includes suggested questions for this purpose.



Conduct of the Session
Er'isode I: Choice of Materials

1. Describe your student assignment. Using this assiannent as the
context for learning, explain that the purpose of this session
is to rake students aware of the many kinds of sources they can
use to find in(ormation for research on consumer behavior. Note
that while'specific examples of sources on lists to be distributed
refer to materialt in the Baruch College Library, they can be used
as a reference point to locate the same or similar materials in
other libraries.'

2. Hand out ccllated packet of student materials.

4

Transparency 1 - Information Searching Procedure Chart.
(Mary Idnds of sources can be consulted for information. This chart
indicates the steps you can take before consulting sources. The
chart describes two kinds of sources: access tOols or secondary
sources and primary sources.)

a. (Looking at the chart who can explain what an access
tool is?)

(Would it be beat to begin your search with an zocess tool
cr one cf thE sc.urces on the right hand side of the chart?
hy?) Establish thLt access tools are,used to locate
information. The other sources contain information.

Transparency,2 - Farms of Literature.
The Forms cf Literature list describes the sources on the right hand
Sizae of the Information Searching Procedures Chart. (Take a riment

to read this list.)

a. (What form of litErature might you use to begin the
information search for your assignment? Why?) Eave students
explain why they might use either access tools or other
sources to find information for research on consumer behavior.
Do not emphasize the card catalog at this point since it will
be discussed later. Explain when to use specific kinds of
sources

b. You can use the following list of suggestions to illustrate
uses for the different forms of literature.

1. A dictionary for a definition of terms related to thE
design of questicnnaries: "attitude battery,"
"scaling," "Thurstones's law."

2.. A handbook for a concise discussion cf the practical
aspects of concept testing.

3. An er yciopdia fcr an historical overview of Maslow's
classic analysis of human motivation.



4. A hack lencth study of how television viewing affects
thE spending habits of American teenagers.

5. A Reneral bibliography for an annotated list of
'material dealing with the evaluation of consumer nail
surveys.

6. A specialized bibliography for a list of articles on
brand loyalty among Hispanic consumers.

7. An index for a list.of recent journal articles critiquing
the use of the Fishbein'model of'attitude measurerent.

E. An abstract for s=maries cf research studies on how
primary school children deVelop consumer. attitudes.

9. A statistical compilation for data on effective buying
incores of househclas in Hartford, Connecticut.

o. 71ain that an infcrration se,arch ray begin with either al:

ac^ess toci or another source. Ehasize that there is no
rigt way to search for infcrnaticn. The irTcrtant point is
for stJEIt=t to know wtat they are looking for and to plan

a search strategy tc find appropriate infcrration.

FE::rn tc Transr,&.rency 2 - Infc=ation Searching Frocedue. Explain

search procedure by f-_,llowing the left hand side of the chart:

a. (At what point in a search would yol.: use access tools?

Kv?)

(When would you use other sources?) There are no right cr

wrong answers to these questions. For example, a student

right use an index when he first consults sources. He

right want to read rore in a book to redefine his problem.

6. Transparency 3 - Search Log Form. Explain the sections bf the form.

a. Ask students to use this form to plan their search for

inforration for their consumer behavior assignment.

b. (Take a mcrent to plan your search. Who can explain'the

steps he right take to find inforration for this assignrent?)

c. (You may want' to ask yourself specific questions about a

consumer-behavior.) The following sample questionsATay

help you to choose useful information sources when you plan

your'ssarch. Try to generate your own set of search questiohs

for your consumer behavior topic.

1. Which group of consumers do I want to study?



2. What special characteristics do they share?

3. What do I want to know about them?

4. What measures or tests are available to study this

group of consumers?

5. 44 ow do I find out how these consumers behave under

several different sets of circumstances?

6. How can I compare the behavior of this group of

consumers with other consumers?

Esode II: Access Yaterials

1. .(you may want to begin your search for information with a book. To

find books you can use the library's card catalog. How do you know

under which subject heading you can fine, information on your topic?

The Library of Conuress Subject Headings List is used to determine

the subject headings under which boOks are found in the card catalog.

The same s-bject headings are used in the Baruch College Library

catelog and the catalogs of nost other college and research libraries).

Transparency 4 - Library cf Cengrese (DC) List of Subject Headings

The instructor should point out:

a. A wcrd or phrase in bold face is-an acceptable subject

heading.
b. sa = see also the following related, more specific headings.

c. = heading not used.
A XX = related but broader heading.

e. " " = subject su:b:avision

f. (The LC List of Subiect Headinus is arranged in alphabetical

order. Look under the subject heading which seems logical

to you and you should find references to the appropriate

Library of Congress (LC) heading to use in the dard catalog).

3. Transparency 4 - Library cf Congress (LC) List of Subject Headings

The instructcr should use this transparency to illustrate how students

can find meaning using the sa, XX, X and "-" syMbols in the LC List

of Subject Headings. (Looking at the boldface heading, "Consumers" you

will notice many more Specific headings lollowing the "sa" reference).

The instructor should select several "sa" or see also headings and

explain how they describe just one aspect or group of consumers. He

ray wish to discuss with students ways in which they can use the see

also headings to narrow their topics or reduce the amount of information

they must review for their research assignments. The instructor can

exTlain how the XX headings can be used to broaden or expand topics,

for example, at times when students want background material. Students

can also be esked tc notice the "-" subdivision for "Consumers", for

example "-Attitudes." Please note that the sample LC headings from

this transparency are just gambles and that the regular large Red Book

of LC SUbject Heafings contains many mcre see also headings and

subdivisicr:s. (S n:2 the LC list of SLZ-jeut HeeCengs is arranged

u



alphabetically, it is helpful to look through several boldface
headings befcre and after the rrain heading you select. You may
finC other useful sahiect headings using this method) ..

Transparency 5 - Library of Congress (LC) List of Subject Headings
(Related Subject Areas)

The exarTles on this transparency illustrate several sUbject headings
wh..,ch are related to or describe specific,areas. of consumer
behavior. The instructor ray wish to review all or some cf these
subject headings. Students right be asked to suggest subject headings
for information on their topics.

(To fi books in most libraries we must use a cataloc, The
Baruch Ccllege Library has a Card catalog. Other libraries ray
have different types cf catalogs. The. New York Public Library has
a book catalog. We'll spend some tire describing the arrangement of
the Baruch College Library catalog since most of you will be using it

E. natal:xi:: Filing Rules. (ivery bcok in the Baruch College Library is
fn tnE car:: catalog under its author, its tftle, and its

/1.11 books by th,.: .,:a7-e author are grouped tog,Aher. They are
-r-an7ed hy title).

Cat.7,.loc Filind Rules. Cataloc cards aLcut a subject ere filed
af:zrL.:1-,g t the following rules:

Tra%si,arency 6 - Catalog Filirtg Rules: Books about a
Subject /General)

(E.00ks about a subject are filed under the LC suhject
heading for that subject. They are oroaped alphibetically
by author wdthin each subject heading. At the bottor of each
catalog card "Tracings list all the subject headings
assigned to a specific book. Thus, this book can be found
in the catalog hy looking under the author, the sUbject
headinc, "consumers" or the title). The instructor may
wish to explain further why student's would or would not
want to look under additional,subject traCings for listings
for other books. Reasons for looking under additional subject
headings right include finaing rrre books, broadening a
topic, narrowing a topic and developing a greater understanding
of a subject area.

h. Transparency 7 - Catalog Filing Rules: Books About a.

Subject (Specific)
(Frier, the LC Subject Headings List, you saw that all subject
headings have more specific divisions or headings under
which you can look to locate book titles. These headings
may list books hy form such as Consumers-Case Studies or by
farther subject subdivisions such as. Consumers. Preferences.
Re7ember, however, that the card catalog does not list
periodical sources. Thus it will not have the most recent
stlAies of ccnsumer behavior). The instructor may wish to-
point out again that'all catalog cards have tracings which
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suggest further sUbject headings with greater specificity.
Tracings on the first card include "Marketing Research -
-Case Studies" and "Motivation Research - Case Studies."
The second card sample includes tracings fot "Grocery Trade ,
United States" and "Branded Mel_tandise - United States."

d. Transparency 8 - Catalog Filing Rules: Books Related to.a
Subject

The many subject-headings related to the heading "Consumers"
in the Library of Congress List of Subject Headings are- the
same subject headings used for the cards in the card catalog.
Here, three subject headings "Marketing Research", "Motivattion
Research (Marketing)" and 13rand Choice," are used for books
related to oonsumer behavicg. Students should be encouraged
to check the tracings on alj 'subject cards. They should be
taught to use their Iclualed4s,of consumer behavior to
generate a list of,possible subject headings. They can then
check this list of subject headings against the controlled
vocabulary of the Library of Congress List of Subject
Headings. In this way they can develop a list of subject
headings to use to find books in the card catalog.

E. The card catalog is an index to all the books in thc BarachCollege
Lirary. There are s.;_ecialized indexes to use fer more current,and

greeter variety of information sources. These indexes consist
of multii-le book volumEs. IndeXes ray index books, book reviews,

sairces, conference lepers, research studies, periodical articles,
neweyal:Er articles or government publications. The advantage of
in::Exes is that they list in one.place-a wide variety of raterial on
a sub-ject. They are also more current than books since they ray be
pUIlished monthly, quarterly, seri-annually, or annually. 'It is
important to check the date of an index. If you need information on
how television viewing habits of consumers changed during the past
year as a result of the introduction of cable televiion into their
area, you will need tc look in a 1982 index volume.)

9. Transparency 9 - Business Periodicals Index

(Loong at the listcf Reference Sources for Research in Consumer
Behavor, you will see a list of indexes and abstracts. One of the most
useful indexes for business inforration is the Business Periodicals
Index. This index covers articles in most aajor and ranor business
periodicals. It is arranged alphabetically by sUbject. Looking at
Transparency 9, you will see the subject heading "consumers". Thas
heading is followed by subheadings for specific aspects of consumers
behavior. In this sample page, "Attitudes" is one subheading). The

last citation or article listing under "Consumers - Attitudes" provides
an example for teaching students to interpret a citation in Business
Periodicals Index. The instructor should point ou:t the parts of each

citation. He should note that the order of entry of information is

the same fct all bibliographic'citations. He should also note that
the front of each issue of Pusiness Periodicals Index includes a list



of abbreviations fOr titles of all the periodical titles used in
the article citations. (The next heading," Consumers preferences"
is followed by "see also" references which-lead you to other more
specific headings such as "Brand Choice", "Consumers - Attitudes,"
and "Food preferences").

10. Psvcholpgical Abstracts

Looking at the List of Reference Sources for Research in Consumer
Behavior you will see a list of indexes and abstracts. Psychological

Abstracts is one of the most useful indexes for research on consumer
behavior. Tt is an abstract journal which contains an index to its
contents. It has abstracts or summaries of all the articles it indexes.

It is issued monthly and cumulated eVery six months.

a. Transparency 10 - Psychological Abstracts - S4bject Index
(This index is arranged by subject. Under each subject
heading abstract references are arranged alphabetically by
their rajor subject emphasis. To use this index, you rust
first look in the sdbject index, identify the abstract you
want, and write down the abstract nuMber(s)for each abstract
you want to read). The instructor should point out the
abstract number 10733 under the headina Consumer Behavior on

the transparency. Note that Psychological Abstracts is-
published in two vciu7es, an index vplu.:7e and an abstract

velume. Students should be reminded to select the index
vclume and the abstract volume for the same dates. For this

discussion the instructor ray wish to borrow Psychological
Abstract; sub-iect index and abstract volumes fror the library.

h. Transparency 11 - Psychological Abstracts - Abstract
(The abstracts in Psychological Abstracts are arranged by

abstract number. This nulber appears in the upper left hand

corner of each abstract. Itis followed on the-next line,

by the name of the author of the material abstracted and the

rest of the bibliographic citation). The instructor can

review the bibliographic citation at the beginning of the

abstract. Note the author's affiliation and tell students

they ray write to an author at this location if they want to

find out about his latest research or research in progress.

Ask students to read the abstract to identify the purpose,

method, and results of the research reported.

11. Transparency 12 - ChecMist of Questions to Answer about Indexes and

AbStracts.

a. (While you can use the Business Periodicals Index and.

Psychological Abstracts, other indexes and Abstracts on the

list of Reference Sources for Research in Consumer Behavior

may also be useful to you. Each index and abstract journal

is unique. It is difficult to describe one method for

searching all indexes and abstract journals. It is helpful,

.however, to examine each index or abstract journal you
decide to use before you attempt its use. This is a

checklist of questions you should ask About each index or

'abstract journal you use. Not all questions apply to al/

sources).



b. (Let's apply sore of these questions to Psychological

Abstracts). The instructor may wish to refer to

Transparency 10, and 11 to answer these questions. If tire

is short, the instructor should choose several questions

frcr the list for illustrative purposes. The instructor

ray wish to borrow sample volures of Psychological Abstracts

fror the library for this purpose.

c. '(Select one other index or abstract from the list cf

indexes and abstracts in Reference Sources for Research in

Consumer Behavior. Why do you think it would be useful

for finding information about your topic?) The instructor

ray wish to use this question to elicit information from the

students about all the appropriate indexes and abstracts.

12. (At the beginning of this session we talked about the rany different

forms of literature. The list of Reference Sources for Research-in

Consumer Behavior includes specific examples of rany forms of literature.

Take a moment to through it).

a. (Who can describe one reference book which richt be useful

for this consumer behavior assignment?)
Try to elicit

enough student ansoers to describe and disouss a nurbor of

stecific reference works. Describe specific reference soaroes

h have been especially useful'to you in writint veux

dic.---tation, preparing a lecture or designing a rarl:etinc

cempaicn or researching a paper. You ray want to borrow

several sources you consider inportant froF the library.

b. The following questions ray, be used to encourage student

disoussion of referente sources. (ho can choose one

reference hook to begin an infcrration search? Is there

another book you right use to find the same cr similar

information?) Try to encourage
students to use different

approaches to finding information.
Emphasize the variety

of referenze raterials available.

13. Location of reference materials in the Baruch College Library. The

packet cf student raterials includes the publication Baruch Collete

Library: A Self-Guided Tour. Tell' students about this tour.

Encoarage them to ask the reference
librarians for help in finding

information sources.

14. An Exercise for Research in .Consumer Behavior
is provided as an optional

student assignment.
However, the best evidence that students have

learned to use research sources in consumer behavior is the quality of

the research they do for their class assignment. Students should be

encouraged to use the Search Log Form, Transparency 3, and to submit

it with their class assignment.
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Forms of Llteraturo

Books

The most familiar form of literature is the book. A single volume or book

is known as a monograph.

Reference Books

Same books are considered reference books because they are designed by their

arrangement and treatment to be consulted for specific information rather

than to be read consecutively.

Directories

Provide an alphabetical or classified list (as of names and addresses).

They may contain biographical and/or organizational listings.

Encyclopedias, Handbooks, Dictionaries, and Yearbooks are reference books.

They are usually consulted for concise, factual information. They are a

good place to begin an information searah. Encyclopedias and Handbooks often

inClude bibliographies. Yearbooks axe published annually as reports of

statistics cr facts.

Bibliographies are lists of publications (books, articles, reports,

documents, aissertations) selected and organized around a saject area or

theme. These lists may be limited by the specificity of the subject scppe,

the dates or the type of material covered.

Dissertations or Theses are research papers written in partial fulfillment

of an advanced degree. These academic papers campiled by one researcher

are often valuable for research in the same subject field.

Periodicals include magazines and journals such as the Journal of Politics.

A periodical is a publication issued at regular time intervals and intended

to be .continued indefinitely.

Indexes provide; in one place, references to works in specific subiect

areas or works by specific authors. Indexes are often in multiple volumes

and cover long periods of time. They are used to locate bibliographic

information About journal articles, books, essays and dissertations. All

indexes are not the same in structure. Indexes may provide for subject,

author, title, time period or other types of access. Instructions on haw to

use an index usually appear in the first pages of the index.

Abstracts may be included as part of indexes or they may be separate

publications. They provide summaries of articles, reports, books, and other

forms of published material.

Government Documents include any palidaticns originating in or printed with

the authority and expense of any office of a legally organized government.

State, Federal and foreign governments as well as the United Nations

palish material on many sUbjects. Some government documents are periodicals.

Others are books or pappillet.

Atlases include any volumes of tables, charts or plates that systematically

illustrate a subject: political parties. Bound collections of naps are

also atlases.



. Search Log Form

1. Write a one sentence topic statement

2. List sources for background reading.

3. Use the card catalog. Find books.

4. Use indexes. Find Articles

Indexes:

Articles:

Note: You may do three or four first.



Library of Congress (LC)
List of Subject Headings

C onsumers
Here we entered works on oonsuner

behavior. Cons-mars' (Wes we entered
tr4er ConsanEr education, Works on
the eccrorric tem of ooneurnption we
entered wider Consumption (Economics)

sa Aged as coneuners
Consumer ecticatkin
Consumer panels .

Consumers' preferences
Consurrption CEconomics)
Men coneuners
Minorities as consumers
Poor as consurners
Spanish Americans as consumers
Women as consuners
Youth as consumers

x Consanw behavior
Consumer demand

xx Marketing

PurchasingShopping
Attitides
se Coneuners' preferences
= Aikidos (Psychobgy)

Mwket savoys

ea - see also tie followng related, more specific
headngs

x hewing not used
ax - raided but broader heading

- subject abdiviion



Lbrary of Congress (LC)
List of Subject Headings

(Related Subject Areas)

Marktklg literature
se Marketing - &biography

x Uteratre, Marketing
xx Markefiv Bbikvaphy

'Marks Iirp of design serv;ces
See Desigr servb,s

Markethg of farm prockm
See Fan proctze - Marketing

Marketing of fruk
SeeFrult - Marketi-pg

Marketing research
sa Consumer panels

titerveiwrig in markettig research
Market surveys
Motivation research (Marketing)
Retail trade - Research
Sales forecasting

x Marketing_- Research
xx Research

Research, Industrial

Motivation research (Marketing)
xx Advertising - Psychological aspects

Marketing Research
Motivation (Psychology)
Research

Brand choice
x Brand loyalty

xx Consumers' Preferences
Brand loyalty

See Brand choice
Brand management

See Product management
Brand names

See Business names
Trade-marks



Catalog Filing Rules:
Books about a Subject

(Gonorail)

CONSUMERS
NC
71P Mason, Roger S.
6C Conspicuous consumption: a study of
M17 exceptional consumer behavior / R.S.

Mason.--New York: St. Martin
Press, 1981.

x, 156 p.

1.Consumers I. Title

tracings



Catalog Filing Rules:
Books about a Subject

(Specific)

CONSUMERS CASE STUDY

54i5 Dabruicker, F. Stewart.
:5 Cases in cDnsumer behavi_or / F.

Stewart DeBruicker, Scott Ward.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice-
Hal 1980.

xii, 415 p.

1. Consumers--Case studies.
2. Marketing researchCase studies.
3. Motivation res ch (Marketing)
Case studies. I. Ward, Scott, 1942-
joint author. ll.Title

CONSUMERS' PREFERENCES
lip
MI Four year trend study of hpusehold
.5 shopping behavior tor private iabel
F67 and branded_ grocery products, 1971-

1974 (New York) : VVomans day, 1975

1. Grocery trade--United States
2 Branded merchandise--United States.3r

onsurriers' preferencesUnited States.opping- -United States.

/ ornan s Day.

tracings

Transparency 7



. tracings

tracings

tracings

Catalog Filing Rules:
Books Related to a Subject

MARKETING RESEARCH
NF
5415 Pelerson,,Robert A.
.1 Trends in consumer behavior research

/ Written by Rgbert A. Peterson
Chicago: Atnerican Marketing Piesociation,

c1977. v. 40 p.
1. Consumers. 2. Marketing research.

I.Title.

MOTIVATION RESEARCH (MARKETING)
iiF
S770 Dichter,Ernest, 1907- .

DV3 PAC/Caning, the sixth sense?: A guide
to Kientilying consumer motivation /
rnest Dichfer. Boston: Cahners Books,
1975)
160 p.
1. PackapingPsychological aspects.

2. Motivation research (Karketing) I. Title

BRAND CHOICE

541, Jacoby, Jacob.
Brand loyalty. measurement and

352 management
Chestnut New York: Wiley, c 1978

xiv, 157 p.
1. Brand choice. I. Chestnut, Robert

W., joint author. II. Title

Transparency 8



Business Periodicals Index

CONSUMERS
Individual differences in search behavior for a

nondurable W.L. Moore and D.R. Lehman.
bibl (p806-7) tabs J Consumer Res 7:296-307 D
'80

Attitudes
Black and white consumer sentiment: financial

conditions (table) Black Enterprise 22 11:80 N
'80 128 F : 60 44, '81

Consumer alienation, general dissatisfaction
and consumerism issues: Z.V. Lambert bs J Retailing

article title 56: 3-24 Surnrn '80NN
vokime pages date tables article author

journal title

CONSUMERS' preferences
See also

Brand choice
Consumers - Attitudes
Food preferences

Choosing multiple Items from a product class
L McAkster bibl tabs J Consumer Res 6: 213-34 D '79

BRAND choice
Adding explanatory variables to a consisner Purchase behavior

model: an exploratory study. JAA Jones and F.S. Zufryden.
bbl. tabs J Mkt. Res 17: 323-34 Aug '80

Inflation sours broader brand loyalty. H.S.Rauch. Superrnkt
Bus 35: 9 II '80

Transoarency 9

23



Psychological Abstracts
-(ndex)

Consumer Behavior
age & role of family, development of consumer information

processing behaviors, kindergartners & 3rd & 6th graders & their
mothers, 10733 abstract no.

belief systems, intentions to buy innovative products, undergraduate
business students, 9998

clothing as nonverbal communication & attitude toward clothing,
credibility of message source in advertising & intent to purchase
produa, female consumers, 7502

consumer innovations concept & measurement based on adoption
for new products, 14704

Transparency 10



Psychological Abtracts
(Abstracts)

abstract authors author's affiiia tion

10733. Wackrn'an, Daniel a.; Wartella, Ellen & Warc
Scott. (U Minnesota Communication Research Div)
Learning to be consumers: The role of the family: article title

journal title Journal of Communicati 1977(Win), Vol 2 38- pages
151. consumer informatio'n pr

date aviors of children from a cognitive develo numberp
perspective. Interviews were conducted with 615 kinder- volume

gartners, 3rd-, and 6th-grade children and their mothers.
Information processing skills assessed in the child
interview were (a) understanding the purpose of TV
commercials (Skill 1). (b) selecting performance attrib-
utes in considering a product purchase (Skill 2), (c)
awareness of sources of information about new products
(Skill 3), (d) comparing brands on the basis of functional
characteristics (Skill 4), and (e) awareness of brands of
different products (Skill 5). Some impact of family
consumer socialization variables on the development of
the child's general cognitive abilities, which in turn
influence consumer skills, was shown for Skills 1, 2, and
3, where perceptual boundedness accounted for arr
Tverage of 10.9% of the variance and family variables for
an average of 10.0%. The influence of the family on the
child's apphcation of his/her cognitive abilities was seen
in the findings that kindergartners medium or high in
cognitive ability were significantly higher in Skills 1, 2,
and 3 than kindergartners low in cognitive ability. Direct
influence of the family on the child's learning of
consumer skills was shown with Skills 4 and 5. W. E.
Lindsey.

abstractor's name

Transoarency 11



Checklist of Oueetions to Answer about Indexes and Abstracts

1. What specific subject areas are covered?

2. Does the index or abstract include instructions for using it?
If so, where?

3. Is there a list of the specific primary sources indexed or
abstracted? If so, where?

4. Is there a list of abbreviations used? Where?

5. Is there a list or thesaurus of the specific terms (subject
headings or key words) used by the index or abstract? Where?

6. How often is the index or abstract issued?

7. Are there cumulations? How often?

8. If an index, how are the citations entered? By author? Title?
Subject? Other?

9. If an abstracting journal, how are the abstracts arranged? In a
classified order? Alphabetical order? By accession number?
Other?

10. If an abstracting journal, what type of indexes are included, if
any? Author? :Title? Subject? Geographic? Corporate? Other?

11. What types of material are indexed or abstracted? Journals, books,
government publications, proceedings, other?

12. What is the language of the material covered? English only?
Foreign languages?

13. Is the material covered technical and research oriented or
popular? Or both?

14. Are there any other special or unique features?



Reference Sources for Research On Consumer Behavior

In studying consumer behavior, the researcher can consult

_works about the discipline itself or marketing as well as works

about other more tangentially related social science disciplines such

as psychology and sociology. The following list includes basic

reference works in several social science disciplines whose concerns

and nethodologies are close to those of the student of consumer behavior.

In addition saTe statistical compilations that quantatively describe the

dons-mer and his buying habits are included.

BIBLIOaRAPHIES

REF BarryTharas. Marketing and the Black Consumer.

Z7165
.U5

537

REF
Z7164
081
559

Chicago: A.M.A., 1976.

Bibliooraphy on Marketing to Low-income Cons4ers.
Washington, U.S. Dept. of Co7nerce, 1969.

REF Ferber, Rohert. A Basic Bibliography of Marketing Rèrch.

Z7164 (A.M.A. Bibliography no. 2U) 36 ed. Chicaoc: A.rica..k.
M18 Marketing Assn, 1974.

535 ' An annotated listing _ articles and selected book..,

1974 arranged within.the follow ng broad categories: ba55.qrbund,

techniques, areas of rese ch; commanication and/-

miscellaneous aspects. .

REF
Z7164
M18

Personality Research in Market1 d. Warren Twedt et. al.

Chicago: American Marketing Assh7-1976.

DIcTIONARIES AND ENCYCLOPEDIAS

REF Goldstein, Robert. The Encyclopedia of Human Behavior. 2v.

. BF New Yorkf'' Doubleday, 1970.

31 This two-volume set affords brief, readable explanations

G6 of relevant terms such as "stimulus-response."

REF Jefkins, F. Dictionary of Marketing and Communications.

HF5415 AyleFbury: Intertext, 1973.

.J438 Concise definitions of concepts and techniques like'

projective drawing.

REF
HF5412
552

Shapiro, Irving. Dictionary of Marketing Terms. Totowa:

Littlefield Adans, 1981.



REF
RC
334

t I

Wolman, Benjamin. International En clo-.ia of Ps chia
psychology, Psychoanalysis and Neurology. 17v. ew orx:

Good for articles giving overview of the established
thinking on consumer behavior, attitude research, motivation.
Use index volume first.

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS

REF Association for Consumer Research. Advances in Consumer

HF5415.3 Research. Urbana, Illinois, 1974. Annual.

A64b Papers delivered by experts at the annual conference
of this association emphasize practical applications of -
theory and models.

REF Attitude Research Conference.. Pnxeedings. 1970. Annual.

EFE41S.2 The focus of the papers delivered at this conference is

A773 on research gains in the area of testing consumer attitudes.

REF American Marketing Association. Proceedings. Chicago:

HF5415 A.M.A., 1951 - Annual.

A2 Papers delivered at the conference occasionally focus
on topics such as anticipating the buying habits of the

working women or minority family.

HANDBOOKS

F7-17 Britt, Stewart H. ed. The Dartnell Marketing Managftrls

HF5415 Handbook. Chicago: Dartnell, 1973.

E7S.9 This comprehensive one-volurre reference has 73 chapters
each prepared by a team consisting of a marketing professor

and executive. Of special interest would be the chapters on

consumer behavior, and application of the sciences to

marketing. Use subject index.

REF Buell, Victor, ed. Handbook of Mbdern Marketing. New York:

HF5415 McGraw-Hill, 1970.

H1867 Another comprehensive single source consisting of 120
chapters, most of which are folloWed by a selective and now

somewhat outdated bibliography.

e AM" Ferber, Robert,. ed. Handbook of Marketing Research. New York:

HF5415.2 MCGraw-Hill, 1974. -

F43 A concentrated one-volume reference on marketing research

methods and applications. Includes 10 chapters on behavioral
science techniques.,-References at the end-Of)each chapter.

REF Lindzdy, Gardner. Handbook of Social PsychoZogy. 5v. Reading:

h11251 Addison, Wesley, 1965. I

L486 Each chapter in this five_volUme set is an extensive

literature review on a variety of topics that engage thE social

psychologist. Chapter 40 volUme 5-is especially relevant to

consumer motivation. In addition, there are chapters dealing

with attitude measurement, and related research methods. Use

index in volume 5.
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REF Wolman, Benjamin. Handbobk'of General Psychology.

BF121 Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1973.

W63 Forty-three chapters, each written by an expert. Of

special interest would be the sections on motivation and

personality.

Not at Worcester, Robert, ed. Consumer Market Research Handbook.

Baruch London: McGraw-Hill, 1972.
Although this handbook has a British focus, each of the

twenty-six chapters covers both the techniques and applications

of consumer market research and will prove useful to U.S. _

practioners.

Tables
3B & 4A

INDEXES AND ABSTRACTS

Business Periodicals Index. New York: H.W. Wilson, 1960 to

date.
A subject index to over 200 English language periodicals

including the major marketing journals.

Table ,

F&S,Index of Co .rations and Industries. Cleveland:

4A Predicasts, 1974 to date.
Best index for current information on companies and

industries. Part I is arranged by SIC nuMber: Part 2 is

arranged alphabetically by Corporation name. Major articles

are indicated by a black dot.

Table Marketina Research Abstracts. London: Market Research Society,

2C 1978 to date. Quarterly.
Offers lengthly abstracts of articles from Arrerican and

British publications. Includes works from related fields like

psychology, sociology, statistics. Index is in front.

Table Psychological Abstracts. Washington, D.C.: American

4B Psychological Association, 1928 to date. Mbnthly.

Abstracts books, journals, essays in books, conference

proceedings, and dissertations, many in fields of applied

psychology such as marketing and consumer behavior. Consult

index to get brief summary of work and Abstract nuMber. Use

the thesaurus for-subject terms when these are not obvious.

Table Readers Guide to Periodical Literature. New York: H.W:Wilson,

2B 1900 to date.
An index to a wide variety of Popular American magazines

including those oriented, to consumers, Blacks and women.

Use a more specialized index for the bulk of your research.

Table Social Sciences Index. New York: H.W. Wilson, 1974 to date.

4B Covers scholarly journals in disciplines such as

psychology and sociolOgy.



STATISTICS

Table Arerican Statistics Index. Washington, D.C.: Congressional
2C Information Service, 1970.

An index to statistics appearing in publications of the
U.S. Federal government. The abstract describes the type of
statistic and its exact location in the publication.

Table Statistical Reference Index. Washington, D.C. COngressional
2C Information Service, 1980 to date.

This publication locates and describes statistical
compilations appearing in non-federal government publications
as well as pUblications

REF Guide to Consumer Markets. New York: Conference Board. Annual.
HC101 A useful compilation of U.S. Statistics and graphs from a
G86 wide variety Of government and trade sources on the consuner and

his behavior in the marketplace. Covers population, employment,
income, consumer expenditures, production, distribution,
prices.

FEEt Sales and Marketing Management. Survey cf Buyina Power Data
HC106.7 Service. Annual in 3 volures.
S9 Current estimates, by state county, city, SMSA for

population (by age), households, effective buying index,
percentage of households by cash income groups, retail sales
for six retail store groups, merchandise line sales estimates
by locality and T.V. market retail sales by rerchandise.line.

FEF U.S. Bureau of the Census. Current Population Re-Ports:
HC110 Consumer buying indicators. (Series P-65) Washington. Quarterly.
15 Indexed in the Anerican Statistics Index.
A53

REF U.S. Bureau of the Census. Current Population Reports:
HC110 Consumer income (Series P-60) Washington, 1948 -
15 Indexed in the American Statistics Index.
A53

JOIMALS

Advertising Age

American Demographic

American Psychologist

Journal of Consumer Affairs

Journal of Consurer Research

Journal of Marketing

journal of Marketing Research

Marketing News

Marketinq Communications



NAME

Exercis for Consumer Bhavior
1. Write your research topic statement here. Use one sentence.

2. Locate background reading for your topic. Use Reference Sources for
Research in Consumer Behavior.

Bibliographic cifetion(s) for background reading:

3. Use the Library of Congress List .of Subject Headings to select at least two
subject terms for your information search.

1. 2.

4. Use the card catalog on the 7th floor of Baruch College Library to locate
books. List the call numbers and full bibliographic citations for two books
you locate.

Book 1 Book 2

n=ber:
Author(s):
Title:
Publisher:
Date:

5. Find a source for specific inf:_rmation about one area of consumer behavior.

Bibliographic citation:

What did you find out about this area?

6. Use one index to find at least two periodical or newspaper articles about
one area of consumer behavior.

Periodical Index:

Article 1 Article 2

Article author:
Article title:
Journal name:
Journal date:
Page numbers:

7. Go back to question number 1. Do you want to change your topic statement?

Why? Why not?


